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We present a global fit of neutral-current elastic (NCE) neutrino-scattering data and parity-violating
electron-scattering (PVES) data with the goal of determining the strange quark contribution to the vector
and axial form factors of the proton. Previous fits of this form included data from a variety of PVES
experiments (PVA4, HAPPEx, G0, SAMPLE) and the NCE neutrino and anti-neutrino data from BNL
E734. These fits did not constrain the strangeness contribution to the axial form factor Gs

AðQ2Þ at low Q2

very well because there was no NCE data for Q2 < 0.45 GeV2. Our new fit includes for the first time
MiniBooNE NCE data from both neutrino and antineutrino scattering; this experiment used a hydrocarbon
target and so a model of the neutrino interaction with the carbon nucleus was required. Three different
nuclear models have been employed: a relativistic Fermi gas model, the superscaling approximation model,
and a spectral function model. We find a tremendous improvement in the constraint of Gs

AðQ2Þ at low Q2

compared to previous work, although more data is needed from NCE measurements that focus on exclusive
single-proton final states, for example from MicroBooNE.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.109.093001

I. MOTIVATION: STRANGE QUARK
CONTRIBUTION TO NUCLEON STRUCTURE

The strange quark contribution to the vector and axial
form factors of the nucleon has been a subject of exper-
imental and theoretical research for many decades. The
contribution to the axial form factor, Gs

AðQ2Þ, became of
great interest when it was discovered by the EMC [1]
experiment that the up, down, and strange quarks did not
contribute very significantly to the total spin of the nucleon.
Interest grew in the contribution to the electric and
magnetic form factors, Gs

EðQ2Þ and Gs
MðQ2Þ, when it

was realized that this contribution could be measured using

parity-violating electron-scattering from protons and light
nuclei [2,3].
Subsequently, a great number of measurements in deep-

inelastic scattering (DIS) of longitudinally polarized lep-
tons (electrons, positrons, and muons) from longitudinally
polarized targets were undertaken [4] with the goal to
understand the up, down, and strange quark contributions
to the nucleon spin, called Δu, Δd, and Δs respectively.
Many of these measurements (for example [5]) used
inclusive DIS; that is, only the scattered lepton was
observed in the final state. To extract the u, d, and s quark
polarizations from inclusive DIS data, it is necessary to
assume SU(3) flavor symmetry and make use of the beta-
decay F and D coefficients. Other experiments (for
example [6,7]) used semi-inclusive DIS, commonly called
SIDIS, where at least the leading hadron was also detected
in the final state along with the scattered lepton. The
analysis of these data does not require any assumptions
about SU(3) symmetry, but does require knowledge of
quark fragmentation functions, which must come from the
experiments themselves. Analyses of DIS results usually
point to a negative value of Δs, while the analyses of SIDIS
data usually point to a zero value of Δs. The tension
between these two types of analyses was starkly indicated
in the work of de Florian et al. [8].
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It is possible to access the longitudinal spin contribution
of the strange quarks to the spin of the nucleon,Δs, through
a measurement of the strangeness contribution to the axial
form factor, Gs

AðQ2Þ, if measurements are made at suffi-
ciently low Q2: Δs ¼ Gs

AðQ2 ¼ 0Þ; the “strangeness”
here is a sum of the contribution of strange and anti-
strange quarks. A program of measurements using neutrino
neutral-current elastic scattering (NCES) was also under-
taken in parallel to the effort in leptonic DIS. The
E734 experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory
performed a measurement of neutral-current elastic scatter-
ing on a hydrocarbon-based target/detector system, and
extracted the neutrino-proton and antineutrino-proton
cross sections in the momentum-transfer range 0.45 <
Q2 < 1.05 GeV2 [9]. By making assumptions about the
Q2-behavior of Gs

AðQ2Þ, they were able to obtain a value
for Δs, but they also found that this value was strongly
correlated to the assumptions that were made. The LSND
experiment at Los Alamos National Laboratory proposed to
measure the ratio of yields of neutral current scattering
from protons and neutrons, σNCp =σNCn , in a liquid scintillator
target/detector system [10], but the neutron detection
efficiency was never understood well enough to allow a
useful result. The MiniBooNE experiment at Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory studied neutrino- [11]
and antineutrino-induced [12] neutral-current elastic scat-
tering in a mineral-oil based target/detector system. For the
neutrino-induced data, two analyses were performed. In the
first analysis only the scintillation light from the final state
proton was considered, which meant the kinetic energy
threshold could be as low as 50 MeV, but also secondary
protons from NCES events on neutrons are included in the
yield. In the second analysis, also the Cherenkov light
produced by the proton is considered, which raises the
kinetic energy threshold to 350 MeV but excludes con-
tributions from NCES events on neutrons. The antineu-
trino-induced data only employed the first sort of analysis.
Four programs of measurements meanwhile took place

focusing on the strange quark contribution to the electric
and magnetic form factors Gs

EðQ2Þ and Gs
MðQ2Þ, using the

technique of parity-violating electron scattering (PVES)
from protons, deuterons, and 4He nuclei. The SAMPLE
experiment [13] at the MIT/Bates accelerator center
focused on backward-scattering of electrons from liquid
hydrogen and deuterium targets at very low Q2; in these
kinematic conditions the contribution of the strangeness
electric form factor may be ignored, and the focus was on
determining the strangeness contribution to the magnetic
moment, μs. The G0 Experiment [14,15] at Jefferson Lab
looked at forward-scattering from hydrogen over a wide
momentum transfer range 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2, and also
at backward-scattering from hydrogen and deuterium
targets at Q2 ¼ 0.221 and 0.628 GeV2. HAPPEx [16–20],

also carried out at Jefferson Lab, looked at forward-
scattering from protons and 4He targets at a few selected
values of Q2. Finally, the PVA4 experiment [21–24] at the
Mainz Microtron looked at forward-scattering from hydro-
gen, and backward-scattering from hydrogen and deu-
terium, at selected values of Q2.
When the first PVES results from HAPPEx [16] at Q2 ¼

0.447 GeV2 became available, it became possible to
combine that measurement with the NCES cross sections
from BNL E734 [9] and determine values for all three
strangeness form factors Gs

E, G
s
M, G

s
A at finite Q2, and this

was done for the first time in Ref. [25]. Later, when the G0
forward-scattering results became available, the analysis of
Ref. [25] was extended [26] to several points in the range
0.45 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2. These results, and those of other
researchers who used only PVES data, are reviewed in
Fig. 1. In that figure it is clear that the strangeness
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FIG. 1. Independent determinations of the strangeness form
factors of the nucleon using subsets of existing experimental data:
Liu et al. (green squares) [29]; Androić et al. (blue triangles) [15];
Baunack et al. (red squares) [23]; Pate et al. (open circles use
HAPPEx and E734 data, and closed circles use G0-Forward and
E734 data) [26]. This selection of results is representative and not
intended to be exhaustive.
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contribution to the vector form factors, Gs
E and Gs

M, is for
the most part consistent with zero, and this has been noted
in reviews of the PVES measurements, for example in
Refs. [27,28]. On the other hand, the values for Gs

A seem to
indicate a significant Q2-dependence, with the value
trending negative with decreasing Q2, suggesting a neg-
ative value for Δs.
In an effort to use all of the available NCES and PVES

data to determine Gs
E, G

s
M, and Gs

A for Q2 < 1 GeV2, a
fitting program was developed using simple models for
those form factors, and a preliminary version of such a fit
was presented in Ref. [30]. That study made it clear that
new exclusive NCES data in the range Q2 < 0.45 GeV2

could lead to a determination of Δs. Unfortunately, the
inclusive MiniBooNE NCES data do not fall into that
category, because the yields include NC interactions
on both protons and neutrons, which weakens the sensi-
tivity to Gs

A. However, the sensitivity is not completely
lost and we will see in this paper that inclusion of that
data acts to significantly constrain the low-Q2 beha-
vior of Gs

A.
In this paper we will review the formalism for the

interpretation of the PVES data on hydrogen, deuterium,
and helium-4 from the SAMPLE, G0, HAPPEx, and PVA4
experiments, and that of the NCES data from BNL E734.
We will motivate two simple models that we use for the
strangeness contribution to the vector and axial form
factors. The three models used for the neutrino-carbon
interaction will be described, as well as the procedure for
comparing those calculations to the MiniBooNE data. The
results of the fits of our form factor models to those data
will be presented and discussed.

II. ELASTIC ELECTROWEAK SCATTERING
AS A PROBE OF STRANGENESS

FORM FACTORS

The static properties of the nucleon are described by
elastic form factors defined in terms of matrix elements
of current operators. For example, the matrix element
for the electromagnetic current (one-photon exchange) is
expressed as

Nhp0jJγμjpiN ¼ ūðp0Þ
�
γμF

γ;N
1 ðQ2Þ þ i

σμνqν

2M
Fγ;N
2 ðQ2Þ

�
uðpÞ

where the matrix element is taken between nucleon states
N of momenta p and p0, the momentum transfer is
Q2 ¼ −ðp − p0Þ2, u is a nucleon spinor, and M is the
mass of the nucleon. Similarly, the matrix element of the
neutral weak current (one-Z exchange) is

Nhp0jJNC
μ jpiN ¼ ūðp0Þ

�
γμF

Z;N
1 ðQ2Þ þ i

σμνqν

2M
FZ;N
2 ðQ2Þ

þ γμγ5G
Z;N
A ðQ2Þ þ qμ

M
γ5G

Z;N
P ðQ2Þ

�
uðpÞ:

The form factors are respectively the Dirac and Pauli vector
(F1 and F2), the axial (GA), and the pseudoscalar (GP). Due
to the point-like interaction between the gauge bosons
(γ or Z) and the quarks internal to the nucleon, these form
factors can be expressed as separate contributions from
each quark flavor; for example, the electromagnetic and
neutral weak Dirac form factors of the proton can be
expressed in terms of contributions from up, down, and
strange quarks:

Fγ;p
1 ¼ 2

3
Fu
1 −

1

3
Fd
1 −

1

3
Fs
1

FZ;p
1 ¼

�
1 −

8

3
sin2θW

�
Fu
1 þ

�
−1þ 4

3
sin2θW

�
Fd
1

þ
�
−1þ 4

3
sin2θW

�
Fs
1;

where sin2 θW ¼ 0.23116 is the square of the sine of the
Weinberg mixing angle. The same quark form factors are
involved in both expressions; the coupling constants that
multiply them (electric or weak charges) correspond to the
interaction involved (electromagnetic or weak neutral).
These measurements are most interesting for low momen-
tum transfers, Q2 < 1.0 GeV2, as the Q2 ¼ 0 values of
these form factors represent static integral properties of the
nucleon. It is common to use in these studies the Sachs
electric and magnetic form factors

GE ¼ F1 − τF2 GM ¼ F1 þ F2

instead of the Dirac and Pauli form factors; here, τ ¼
Q2=4M2. At Q2 ¼ 0 the electromagnetic Sachs electric
form factors take on the value of the nucleon electric
charges (Gγ;p

E ð0Þ ¼ 1, Gγ;n
E ð0Þ ¼ 0) and the electromag-

netic Sachs magnetic form factors take on the value of the
nucleon magnetic moments (Gγ;p

M ð0Þ ¼ μp, G
γ;n
M ð0Þ ¼ μn).

Likewise, the Q2 ¼ 0 values of the strange quark contri-
butions to these form factors define the strange contribution
to these static quantities: for example, the strangeness
contribution to the proton magnetic moment is
μs ¼ Gs

MðQ2 ¼ 0Þ. It is also common in these studies to
assume charge symmetry; the transformation from proton
to neutron form factors is an exchange of u and d quark
labels. In addition, it is generally assumed that the strange
quark distributions in the proton and the neutron are the
same. Then by combining the electromagnetic form factors
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of the proton and neutron with the weak form factors of the
proton, one may separate the up, down, and strange quark
contributions; for example, the electric form factors may be
written as follows:

Gγ;p
E ¼ 2

3
Gu

E −
1

3
Gd

E −
1

3
Gs

E

Gγ;n
E ¼ 2

3
Gd

E −
1

3
Gu

E −
1

3
Gs

E

GZ;p
E ¼

�
1 −

8

3
sin2θW

�
Gu

E þ
�
−1þ 4

3
sin2θW

�
Gd

E

þ
�
−1þ 4

3
sin2θW

�
Gs

E:

To attempt this separation is the motivation behind the
program of parity-violating e⃗p scattering experiments.
The Z-exchange current involves also the axial form

factor of the proton, which in a pure weak-interaction
process takes this form:

GZ;p
A ¼ 1

2
ð−Gu

A þGd
A þ Gs

AÞ:

The u − d portion of this form factor is well known from
neutron β-decay and other charged-current (CC) weak
interaction processes like νμ þ n → pþ μ−:

GCC
A ¼ Gu

A −Gd
A ¼ gA

ð1þQ2=M2
AÞ2

where gA ¼ 1.2670� 0.0030 is the axial coupling constant
in neutron decay [31] and MA ¼ 1.014� 0.014 is the so-
called “axial mass” which is a fitting parameter for the data
on this form factor [32]. The strange quark portion, Gs

A, is a
topic of investigation. In νp and ν̄p elastic scattering,
which are pure neutral-current, weak-interaction processes,
there are no significant radiative corrections to be taken
into account [33], and we may safely neglect heavy quark
contributions to the axial form factor [34]. On the other
hand, since elastic ep scattering is not a pure weak-
interaction process, then the axial form factor does not
appear in a pure form; there are significant radiative
corrections which carry nontrivial theoretical uncertainties.
The result is that, while the measurement of parity-violating
asymmetries in e⃗p elastic scattering is well suited to a
measurement of Gs

E and Gs
M, these experiments cannot

cleanly extract Gs
A.

A. Experimental measurements sensitive
to the strangeness form factors of the nucleon

There are two principal sources of experimental data
from which the strange quark contribution to the elastic
form factors of the proton may be extracted. One of these is
elastic scattering of neutrinos and antineutrinos from

protons; these data are primarily sensitive to the axial form
factor. The other is the measurement of parity-violating
asymmetries in elastic e⃗p scattering; these data are pri-
marily sensitive to the vector form factors. This section will
describe these two kinds of experiments.

B. Parity-violating asymmetry in elastic e⃗p scattering

The interference between the neutral weak and electro-
magnetic currents produces a parity-violating asymmetry in
e⃗p elastic scattering, which has been the subject of a
worldwide measurement program focused on the determi-
nation of the strange vector (electric and magnetic) form
factors. For a proton target, the full expression for the
parity-violating electron scattering asymmetry is [29,35]

Ap
PV ¼ −

GFQ2

4
ffiffiffi
2

p
πα

1

½ϵðGp
EÞ2 þ τðGp

MÞ2�
×
�ðϵðGp

EÞ2 þ τðGp
MÞ2Þð1 − 4sin2θWÞð1þ Rp

VÞ
− ðϵGp

EG
n
E þ τGp

MG
n
MÞð1þ Rn

VÞ
− ðϵGp

EG
s
E þ τGp

MG
s
MÞð1þ Rð0Þ

V Þ
− ϵ0ð1 − 4sin2θWÞGp

MG
e
A

�
; ð1Þ

where the kinematics factors are

ϵ ¼ ½1þ 2ð1þ τÞtan2ðθe=2Þ�−1

ϵ0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1 − ϵ2Þτð1þ τÞ

q
:

The axial form factor seen in electron scattering, Ge
A, as

mentioned earlier, does not appear in its pure form, but is
complicated by radiative corrections:

Ge
AðQ2Þ ¼ GCC

A ðQ2Þð1þ RT¼1
A Þ þ

ffiffiffi
3

p
G8

AðQ2ÞRT¼0
A

þ Gs
AðQ2Þ	1þ Rð0Þ

A



: ð2Þ

The R factors appearing in Eqs. (1) and (2) are radiative
corrections that may be expressed [35] in terms of standard
model parameters [36]. Because these radiative correc-
tions are calculated at Q2 ¼ 0 and have an unknown
Q2-dependence, then in our analysis some additional
uncertainty needs to be attributed to these radiative cor-
rection factors; we have assigned a 10% uncertainty to take
the unknown Q2-dependence into account (see Table I).
Recently, a reevaluation of these radiative corrections and
their uncertainties, in the context of a fit to world data on
parity-violating e⃗p scattering, was discussed in Ref. [29].
Those values differ from the ones we have used here;
however, the use of these slightly different values would not
have significantly changed the results of the work presented
here because of the suppression of the axial terms in the
parity-violating asymmetries at forward angles.
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For the vector form factorsGp
E,G

n
E,G

p
M, andG

n
M we have

used the values given by the parametrization of Arrington
and Sick [39] which includes the effects of two-photon
exchange. The uncertainties in the vector form factors do
not contribute significantly to the uncertainties in the results
reported here. For the charged-current (isovector) axial
form factor, GCC

A , as already mentioned, we use a dipole
form factor shape where the Q2 ¼ 0 value is gA ¼
1.2670� 0.0030 [31] and the Q2-dependence is given
by the “axial mass” parameter MA ¼ 1.014� 0.014 [32].
The selection of a correct parametrization of GCC

A is crucial
to the correct extraction ofGs

A from neutrino neutral-current
data because those data are sensitive to the total neutral-
current axial form factor GZ;p

A ¼ ð−GCC
A þGs

AÞ=2. Any
shift in the value ofGCC

A will produce a shift in the extracted
value of Gs

A. We chose to use the MA from Ref. [32]
because they used up-to-date data on the vector form
factors and the value of gA and performed a thorough

re-evaluation of the original deuterium data on which the
value of MA is traditionally based. Recently, two modern
neutrino experiments using nuclear targets (oxygen [40]
and carbon [41]) have reported higher effective values of
MA from an analysis of charge-current, quasielastic scatter-
ing. It not clear at this time what impact these new results
have for the value of MA for the proton. If a significantly
new set of values for GCC

A for the proton can be established,
then the results for Gs

A presented in this article will need to
be re-evaluated. In this context it is interesting to note
that Kuzmin et al. [42] have analyzed a broad range of
neutrino charged-current reaction data, on a wide variety of
nuclear targets, and determined a value for MA in agree-
ment with Ref. [32]; this supports our use of the value
MA ¼ 1.014� 0.014.
Appearing in Eq. (2) for Ge

A is the octet axial form factor
G8

AðQ2Þ. The Q2 ¼ 0 value of this form factor is the quan-
tity ð3F −DÞ=2 ffiffiffi

3
p

; we have taken the value of 3F −D
from Ref. [31] (see Table I). We took theQ2-dependence of
G8

A to be the same as that of GCC
A , i.e.,

G8
AðQ2Þ ¼ ð3F −DÞ=2 ffiffiffi

3
p

ð1þQ2=M2
AÞ2

but this is an assumption. This form factor is multiplied by
the radiative correction factor RT¼0

A to which we have
already assigned a 10% uncertainty because we did not
know its Q2-dependence; as a result, we assigned no
additional uncertainty to G8

A.
The parity-violating asymmetry may be written as a

linear combination of the strange electric form factor (Gs
E),

the strange magnetic form factor (Gs
M), and the strange

axial form factor (Gs
A), as follows:

Ap
PV ¼ Ap

0 þ Ap
EG

s
E þ Ap

MG
s
M þ Ap

AG
s
A

where the coefficients are

Ap
0 ¼ −Kp

8><
>:

ϵGp
E½ð1 − 4sin2θWÞð1þ Rp

VÞGp
E − ð1þ Rn

VÞGn
E�

þτGp
M½ð1 − 4sin2θWÞð1þ Rp

VÞGp
M − ð1þ Rn

VÞGn
M�

−ϵ0Gp
Mð1 − 4sin2θWÞ½ð1þ RT¼1

A ÞGCC
A þ ffiffiffi

3
p

RT¼0
A G8

A�

9>=
>;

Ap
E ¼ KpfϵGp

Eð1þ R0
VÞg

Ap
M ¼ KpfτGp

Mð1þ R0
VÞg

Ap
A ¼ Kpfϵ0Gp

Mð1 − 4sin2θWÞð1þ R0
AÞg

Kp ¼ GFQ2

4π
ffiffiffi
2

p
α

1

ϵðGp
EÞ2 þ τðGp

MÞ2
:

TABLE I. Parameters used in this analysis. Uncertainties are
listed only if they were of significant size and were used to
generate the uncertainties in the results. The uncertainties on the
three RV factors have been increased to 10% of the value in order
to account for their unknown Q2-dependence.

Parameter Value References

α 7.2973 × 10−3 [37]
sin2 θW 0.23116 [37]
GF=ðℏcÞ3 1.16637 × 10−5=GeV2 [37]
MA 1.014� 0.014 GeV [32]
gA ¼ F þD 1.2670� 0.0030 [31]
3F −D 0.585� 0.032 [31]
Rp
V −0.0520� 0.0052 [29]

Rn
V −0.0123� 0.0012 [29]

Rð0Þ
V

−0.0123� 0.0012 [29]

RT¼1
A −0.26� 0.34 [29]

RT¼0
A −0.24� 0.20 [29]

Rð0Þ
A

−0.55� 0.55 [29]
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This expression is used with the PVES data on hydrogen,
listed in Tables V and VI.
It is well to note that the axial term in this asymmetry is

suppressed by the weak electron charge ð1 − 4 sin2 θW ≈
0.075Þ, and at forward angles it is suppressed additionally
by the kinematic factor ϵ0. This might seem a disadvantage,
since this strongly suppresses the sensitivity to the strange
axial form factor in Ge

A; however, it simultaneously
suppresses the uncertainty in the radiative corrections in
Ge

A which are significant in magnitude and have an un-
known Q2-dependence. Therefore, the parity-violating
asymmetry data serve to provide a necessary constraint
among the strange vector form factors, with only a little
sensitivity to the strange axial form factor.

C. Parity-violating asymmetries in quasielastic e⃗N
scattering in deuterium

In this case the asymmetry that is observed is for
quasielastic electron-nucleon scattering within the deu-
terium nucleus, with the electron detected at backward
angles. In all the experiments that used deuterium targets
(SAMPLE, G0, PVA4) only the final state electron is
detected, so we do not know which nucleon it interacted

with. We say “quasielastic” because the initial state nucleon
is not at rest and will very likely have a momentum transfer
with the other nucleon after the interaction with the
electron. To leading order, we may ignore the interactions
between the proton and neutron in the deuterium nucleus;
this is called the “static approximation.” Then the parity-
violating asymmetry is a weighted combination of the
asymmetries on the bare proton and neutron:

Ad ¼ σpAp þ σnAn

σp þ σn
ð3Þ

where σp (σn) is the cross section for ep (en) elastic
scattering. Then, as in the case of a proton target, the parity-
violating asymmetry may be written as a linear combina-
tion of the strange electric form factor (Gs

E), the strange
magnetic form factor (Gs

M), and the strange axial form
factor (Gs

A), as follows:

Ad
PV ¼ Ad

0 þ Ad
EG

s
E þ Ad

MG
s
M þ Ad

AG
s
A

where the coefficients are

Ad
0 ¼ −Kd

8><
>:

ϵð1 − 4sin2θWÞ½ð1þ Rp
VÞðϵðGp

EÞ2 þ τðGp
MÞ2Þ þ ð1þ Rn

VÞðϵðGn
EÞ2 þ τðGn

MÞ2Þ�
−ð2þ Rp

V þ Rn
VÞ½ϵGp

EG
n
E þ τGp

MG
n
M�

−ϵ0ð1 − 4sin2θWÞ½ðGp
M − Gn

MÞð1þ RT¼1
A Þð−GCC

A Þ þ ðGp
M þGn

MÞ
ffiffiffi
3

p
RT¼0
A G8

A�

9>=
>;

Ad
E ¼ KdfϵðGp

E þGn
EÞð1þ R0

VÞg
Ad
M ¼ KdfτðGp

M þ Gn
MÞð1þ R0

VÞg
Ad
A ¼ Kdfϵ0ðGp

M þGn
MÞð1 − 4sin2θWÞð1þ R0

AÞg

Kd ¼ GFQ2

4π
ffiffiffi
2

p
α

1

ϵðGp
EÞ2 þ τðGp

MÞ2 þ ϵðGn
EÞ2 þ τðGn

MÞ2
:

This expression is used for the inclusion of the PVA4
backward-angle deuterium data [24] in our fit, listed in
Table VII.
For a more accurate interpretation of the measured

parity-violating asymmetries on deuterium, a nuclear
model calculation is required. The SAMPLE [13] and
G0-Backward [15] experiments used calculations per-
formed by R. Schiavilla and collaborators (as described
in Refs. [43,44]) that were tailored to the kinematics and
detector acceptance of those experiments. The parity-
violating asymmetry is then written in this form:

Ad
PV ¼ b0 þ b1Gs

E þ b2Gs
M þ b3ð1þ RT¼1

A Þð−GCC
A Þ

þ b4ð1þ R0
AÞGs

A

with the b coefficients coming from the calculations
mentioned; these are listed in Table II. This expression
is used with the SAMPLE and G0 deuterium data listed in
Table VII.

TABLE II. Asymmetry coefficients used in the interpretation of
parity-violating backward-scattering e⃗d data. Values are from
SAMPLE [13] and G0 [15,38].

Experiment Q2 (GeV2) b0 b1 b2 b3 b4

SAMPLE 0.091 −7.06 1.52 0.72 1.66 0.325
SAMPLE 0.038 −2.14 1.13 0.27 0.76 0.149
G0 0.221 −15.671 7.075 1.994 2.921 0.571
G0 0.628 −53.295 12.124 12.492 9.504 1.891
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D. Parity-violating asymmetries in quasielastic e⃗N
scattering in helium-4

This is also a case of quasielastic scattering from
nucleons within a nuclear target. Since helium-4 is iso-
scalar, then the magnetic and axial contributions to the
parity-violating asymmetry cancel in the static approxima-
tion. Reference [17] discusses contributions to this asym-
metry in great detail.

A
4He
PV ¼ GFQ2

4πα
ffiffiffi
2

p
�
4sin2θW þ Gs

E
1
2
ðGγp

E þGγn
E Þ
�

ð4Þ

This expression is used in the interpretation of the HAPPEx
data using helium-4, listed in Table VIII.

E. Neutral-current νp and ν̄p elastic scattering
cross sections

The cross section for νp and ν̄p elastic scattering is
given by [9]

dσNC

dQ2
¼ G2

F

2π

Q2

E2
ν

	
A� BW þ CW2


 ð5Þ

where the þ (−) sign is for ν (ν̄) scattering, and

W ¼ 4ðEν=Mp− τÞ
τ¼Q2=4M2

p

A¼ 1

4

�ðGZ
AÞ2ð1þ τÞ− ððFZ

1 Þ2− τðFZ
2 Þ2Þð1− τÞþ4τFZ

1F
Z
2

�
B¼−

1

4
GZ

AðFZ
1 þFZ

2 Þ

C¼ 1

64τ
½ðGZ

AÞ2þðFZ
1 Þ2þ τðFZ

2 Þ2�:

This expression is used in the interpretation of the BNL
E734 data, listed in Table IV.

III. MODELS FOR THE STRANGENESS
FORM FACTORS

The existing data on Gs
E and Gs

M (see Fig. 1) are
rather featureless and do not contain information on the
Q2-dependence of those form factors, and so we chose a
very simple zeroth-order model for them:

Gs
E ¼ ρsτ Gs

M ¼ μs

where ρs ≡ ðdGs
E=dτÞjτ¼0 is the strangeness radius, and μs

is the strangeness magnetic moment.
By contrast, the data on Gs

A shows a definite Q2-
dependence, and for this form factor we have chosen to
use two different 3-parameter models.

(i) The modified-dipole model: The expression used for
the strangeness axial form factor is

Gs
A ¼ Δsþ SAQ2

ð1þQ2=Λ2
AÞ2

where Δs is the strange quark contribution to the
proton spin, and SA and ΛA are parameters describ-
ing the Q2-dependence of Gs

A. This shape is referred
to as a “modified-dipole” because of its similarity to
the usual dipole shapes used to model other form
factors.

(ii) The z-expansion model: The modified-dipole model
comes with a bias with respect to theQ2-dependence
of Gs

A. The “z-expansion” technique [45,46] allows
for a bias-free model because it is simply a power
series, and the fit seeks to determine the coefficients
of the series. The power series is of the form

Gs
AðQ2Þ ¼

X∞
k¼0

ak½zðQ2Þ�k

where Q2 has been mapped onto the variable z as
follows:

zðQ2; tcut; t0Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tcut þQ2

p
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tcut − t0

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tcut þQ2

p
þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

tcut − t0
p :

Note that jzj < 1. The parameter tcut is determined
by the threshold of the relevant current, which in the
case of the isoscalar axial current is tcut ¼ ð4mπÞ2.
(As an example, the lightest decay mode of the
f1ð1285Þ meson, with IGðJPCÞ ¼ 0þð1þþÞ, is four
pions.) The parameter t0 is arbitrary, and can be
adjusted to make the convergence of the series more
rapid, but we have chosen simply to use t0 ¼ 0; this
has the consequence that a0 ¼ Δs. Of course it is
necessary to cut off the sum over k, and we have
limited it to kmax ¼ 6. This would imply seven
parameters for the description of Gs

A. However,
due to the fact that the form factor should behave
like 1=Q4 at large values of Q2, we have the
following four conditions:

dn

dzn
Gs

A


z¼1

¼ 0 n ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3:

This allows us to reduce the number of independent
parameters from seven down to three: a0, a1, and a2.

Our approach to the Q2-dependence of Gs
A differs from

previous workers, for example Refs. [9,47–49], in that we
do not assume Gs

A has the same Q2-dependence as GCC
A .

We take the accepted value of MA ¼ 1.014� 0.014GeV
to describe the Q2-dependence of GCC

A , and let the
Q2-dependence of Gs

A be a free parameter.
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IV. NUCLEAR MODELS FOR CARBON USED
IN COMPARISONS WITH MiniBooNE DATA

The main interaction mechanism for (anti)neutrinos with
energy around 1 GeV, at the core of the energy distribution
for many neutrino experiments, is quasielastic (QE) scat-
tering, where the incident neutrino or antineutrino directly
interacts with a quasifree nucleon of the target, which is
then ejected from the nucleus by a direct knockout (DKO)
mechanism. The DKO mechanism is related to the impulse
approximation (IA), which is based on the assumption that
the incident particle interacts with the ejectile nucleon only
through a one-body current and the recoiling residual
nucleus acts as a spectator.
Most of the models available for QE νðν̄Þ-nucleus

scattering based on this mechanism were originally devel-
oped for QE electron-nucleus scattering and tested against
the large amount of accurate electron scattering data that
have been collected in different laboratories worldwide.
The two situations present many similar aspects and the
extension of the models developed for electron scattering
to neutrino scattering is straightforward. In QE electron
scattering models are available for the exclusive (e; e0p)
reaction, where the emitted proton is detected in coinci-
dence with the scattered electron and the final nuclear state
is completely determined, and for the inclusive (e; e0)
scattering, where only the scattered electron is detected,
the final nuclear state is not determined, and the exper-
imental cross section includes all available final nuclear
states. In neutrino scattering coincidence measurements
represent an extremely hard task, only either the scattered
lepton or the ejected nucleon is detected, and so far it is
mostly models for the inclusive (e; e0) process that have
been extended to neutrino scattering.
Models for the inclusive process are appropriate for

CCQE scattering where, as in the (e; e0) reaction, only the
final lepton is detected, but may be less appropriate for
the NCQE case, where only the emitted nucleon can be
detected, the cross section is integrated over the energy and
angle of the final lepton and the process is inclusive in the
lepton sector but semi-inclusive in the hadronic sector. Also
in this case the final nuclear state is not determined and
the experimental cross section includes all available
final nuclear states, but the number of final states can be
lower than in the inclusive process where only the final
lepton is detected. A specific calculation for NCQE
scattering, capable of taking this fact into account, is so
far unavailable.
In spite of many similar aspects, electron and neutrino

scattering present some differences in the nuclear current
and in the kinematic situation. In electron scattering
experiments the incident electron energy is known and
the energy and momentum transfer, ω and q, are clearly
determined. In contrast, in neutrino experiments the neu-
trino flux is uncertain, the beam energy is not known and ω
and q are not fixed. The beam energy reconstruction, and

hence flux unfolding, is possible only in model-dependent
ways. Therefore measurements produce flux-integrated
cross sections which contain events for a wide range of
kinematic situations, corresponding not only to the QE
region, but to other kinematic regions, and contributions
beyond the IA can be included in the experimental differ-
ential cross sections. As a consequence, models developed
for the QE (e; e0) reaction could be unable to describe data
unless all other processes contributing to the experimental
cross sections are taken into account. Models including,
within different frameworks and approximations, contri-
butions beyond the IA, such as, for instance, two-particle-
two-hole (2p2h) excitations and two-body meson-exchange
currents (MEC), that can give a significant contribution
to the calculated cross sections, have been developed and
used for CC scattering. So far these models have not been
extended to NC scattering, with the exception of the
calculation of Refs. [50,51] which, however, refer to the
ideal situation of detecting the outgoing neutrino and
cannot be compared with experimental data.
Among the available models [52], all based on the IA,

we have used for the present analysis three relatively simple
models, that anyhow include the main aspects of the
problem and that allow us to perform fast numerical
calculations. Our choice is due to the fact that the global
fit presented in this work requires a large amount of
calculations and the use of more sophisticated models
would be too computationally demanding without leading
to significantly different results in the present investigation.
For instance, we do not use the relativistic Green’s

function (RGF) model [53], which would be able to give a
better description of the experimental cross sections than
other models based on the IA, which generally underpredict
CCQE and NCQE experimental cross sections. In the RGF
model, which is also based on the IA, the final-state
interactions (FSI) between the emitted nucleon and the
other nucleons of the target are taken into account by a
complex energy-dependent relativistic optical potential
where the imaginary part can recover contributions of
nonelastic channels, such as, for instance, some multi-
nucleon processes, rescattering, non-nucleonic contribu-
tions, that are not included in other models based on the IA.
The RGF is quite successful in the description of the experi-
mental cross sections for the inclusive QE (e;e0) [53,54]
and CCQE [55–58] reactions and gives a reasonable
description also of NCQE cross sections [52,59–61].
However, it is a model for the inclusive scattering and
its use can be less appropriate in the semi-inclusive NC
scattering, where it recovers important contributions not
included in other models based on the IA, but may include
also channels that are present in the inclusive but not in a
semi-inclusive process. RGF calculations would be too
time-consuming for the present analysis and would not
significantly change the ratios of cross sections used in this
work with the aim of determining the strange quark
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contribution to the nucleon form factors. The differences
given by our models on the calculated cross sections,
which are due to the different treatments of FSI and
other nuclear effects, are strongly reduced or almost
canceled in the ratios, where FSI and other nuclear effects
can give a similar contribution to the numerator and to the
denominator [52,59,61].
In the following we briefly describe the three nuclear

models used in the present analysis: the relativistic Fermi
gas (RFG), the super scaling approximation model (SuSA),
and the spectral function model (SF). All of these models
are, exactly or approximately, relativistic, as required by the
typical kinematics of the relevant experiments.

A. The relativistic Fermi gas and the superscaling
approximation models

The simplest approach to a fully relativistic nuclear
system is represented by the relativistic Fermi gas model, in
which the single-nucleon wave functions are free plane
waves multiplied by Dirac spinors and the only correlations
are the statistical ones induced by the Pauli principle. Each
nucleus is characterized by a Fermi momentum kF, usually
fitted to the width of the QE peak (QEP) in electron
scattering data.
The procedure for calculating the lepton-nucleus QE

cross section involves an integration over all unconstrained
kinematic variables, namely those of the undetected out-
going lepton in the case of NC neutrino scattering. In the
case of neutrino scattering, due to the broad energy
distribution of the beam, an extra integration over the
experimental neutrino flux should be performed. In the
RFG model the differential cross section with respect to
the momentum ðpNÞ and solid scattering angle ðΩNÞ of the
outgoing nucleon can be written—for a given energy of the
incoming lepton—as [62,63]:

dσ
dΩNdpN

¼ σ̄
1

kF
fRFGðψÞ; ð6Þ

where σ̄ is an effective single-nucleon cross section and
fðψÞ embodies the nuclear dynamics. The function

fRFGðψÞ ¼
3

4
ð1 − ψ2Þθð1 − ψ2Þ ð7Þ

depends only upon one kinematic variable, ψ , instead of
two as it would be expected, and is independent of the
specific nucleus—that is, independent of kF. This occur-
rence is known as superscaling and f and ψ are denoted as
superscaling function and scaling variable, respectively.
Physically ψ represents the (dimensionless) minimum
kinetic energy required to a nucleon in the RFG ground
state to participate in the reaction at given kinematics
(see [64,65]). In general, the superscaling function can be
expressed as an integral of the spectral function S

fðψÞ ¼ 1

kF

Z Z
D
dpdE

p
E
Sðp; EÞ; ð8Þ

where p is the momentum of the initial nucleon, E the
corresponding on-shell energy, E the excitation energy of
the residual nucleus and D the region in the ðE; pÞ-plane
allowed by the kinematics. In the RFG model the spectral
function is simply given by

SRFGðp; EÞ ¼
3kF
4TF

θðkF − pÞδ
�
E −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2F þM2

q

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 þM2

q �
; ð9Þ

where TF ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2F þM2

p
−M is the Fermi kinetic energy.

The RFG model has the advantage of being exactly
relativistic and therefore represents a suitable starting point
for more sophisticated models, but it is well known that it
gives a poor description of electron scattering data. These,
unlike neutrino data, are very abundant and precise and can
be used as a benchmark in neutrino scattering studies. It
was first suggested in Ref. [66] that the scaling behavior of
inclusive ðe; e0Þ data can also be used as an input to get
reliable predictions for CC neutrino-nucleus cross sections
and the same approach was extended to NC reactions in
Ref. [63]. This idea is at the basis of the SuSA model,
which essentially amounts to replacing the RFG super-
scaling function in Eq. (7) by a phenomenological one,
fSuSAðψÞ, extracted by the analysis of electron scattering
data as the ratio between the double differential cross
section and an appropriate single-nucleon function [67,68].
The analysis of the longitudinal QE data shows that this
function is indeed very weakly dependent on the momen-
tum transfer q providing the latter is high enough (namely
larger than about 400 MeV=c) to allow for the impulse
approximation; this property is usually referred to as
scaling of first kind. Moreover, the superscaling function
is almost independent of the specific nucleus for mass
numbers A ranging from 4 (helium) up to 198 (gold); this is
known as scaling of second kind. Super-scaling is the
simultaneous occurrence of the two kinds of scaling and is
well respected by electron scattering data in the QEP
region. Scaling violations occur in the transverse channel
due to non-impulsive contributions, for example the exci-
tation of 2p2h states, which are not included in the SuSA
approach.
The phenomenological superscaling function fSuSA

incorporates effectively nucleon-nucleon (NN) correlations
and FSI and gives, by construction, a good agreement with
ðe; e0Þ data in a wide range of kinematics and mass
numbers. The parametrization used in this work is

fSuSAðψÞ ¼
α

½1þ β2ðψ þ γÞ2�ð1þ e−δψÞ ; ð10Þ
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where the parameters are fitted to the electron scattering QE
world data analyzed in Refs. [68,69] for all the exper-
imentally available kinematics and nuclear targets. Here
we use the values α ¼ 1.5576, β ¼ 1.7720, γ ¼ 0.3014,
and δ ¼ 2.4291, corresponding to the fit performed in
Ref. [66]. Two more parameters, the Fermi momentum kF
(228 MeV=c for carbon) and an energy shift Es (20 MeV),
are fitted to the experimental width and position of the
QEP [70].
The SuSA superscaling function is purely phenomeno-

logical. However, studies on its microscopic origin have
shown that the shape and size of the fSuSA can be
reproduced with good accuracy by the relativistic mean
field (RMF) model [71]. In particular, it was shown that
the high-energy asymmetric tail displayed by fSuSA can be
mainly ascribed to FSI and it cannot be reproduced if the
latter are neglected, as in the plane wave impulse approxi-
mation (PWIA). The RMF model was also exploited to
construct a new version of the superscaling model
(SuSAv2) [72,73], where different scaling functions are
used in each channel (longitudinal, transverse and axial,
isoscalar, and isovector), as predicted by the model in the
quasielastic region. Although the differences between
SuSA and SuSAv2 are not negligible, in this paper we
stick to the original SuSA model, which employs the same
scaling function in all channels. Further refinements of the
model could be explored, but their impact on the present
analysis is not expected to be significant.

B. The spectral function model

In a more fundamental approach, the superscaling
function, constructed in the SuSA model by fitting the
quasielastic ðe; e0Þ data, can be evaluated microscopically
using a realistic spectral function.
The area of analyses of the scaling function, the spectral

function and their connection (see, e.g., [74,75]) provides
insight into the validity of the mean-field approximation
(MFA) and the role of the NN correlations, as well as into
the effects of FSI. Though in the MFA it is possible, in
principle, to obtain the contributions of different shells to
the spectral function Sðp; EÞ and to the momentum dis-
tribution nðpÞ for each single-particle state, due to the
residual interactions, the hole states are not eigenstates of
the residual nucleus but mixtures of several single-particle
states leading to the spreading of the shell structure. As a
consequence, a successful description of the results of the
relevant experiments requires studies of the spectral func-
tion which make use of methods beyond the MFA.
In Ref. [75] a realistic spectral function Sðp; EÞ has been

constructed in agreement with the phenomenological scal-
ing function fðψÞ obtained from (e, e0) data. For this
purpose effects beyond the MFA have been considered. The
procedure takes into account the effects of a finite energy
spread and of NN correlations, considering single-particle
(s.p.) momentum distributions niðpÞ, that are components

of Sðp; EÞ beyond the MFA, such as those related to the use
of natural orbitals (NO’s) [76] for the single-particle wave
functions, and occupation numbers within methods in
which short-range NN correlations are included. For the
latter the Jastrow correlation method [77] has been con-
sidered. FSI are taken into account in the spectral function
model [75] by a complex optical potential that leads to an
asymmetric scaling function in accordance with the exper-
imental analysis, thus showing the essential role of the FSI
in the description of electron scattering data.
We adopt the following procedure for the SF model:
(i) The spectral function Sðp; EÞ is constructed in the

form [61,75,78]:

Sðp; EÞ ¼
X
i

2ð2ji þ 1ÞNiniðpÞLΓi
ðE − EiÞ; ð11Þ

where the Lorentzian function is used:

LΓi
ðE − EiÞ ¼

1

π

Γi=2
ðE − EiÞ2 þ ðΓi=2Þ2

ð12Þ

Γi being the width of a given state. Γ1p ¼ 6 MeV
and Γ1s ¼ 20 MeV are fixed to the experimental
widths of the 1p and 1s states in 12C nucleus [79].

(ii) In Eq. (11) the s.p. momentum distributions niðpÞ
correspond to natural orbitals s.p. wave functions
φiðrÞ. The latter are defined in [76] as the complete
orthonormal set of s.p. wave functions that diago-
nalize the one-body density matrix ρðr; r0Þ:

ρðr; r0Þ ¼
X
i

Niφ
�
i ðrÞφiðr0Þ; ð13Þ

where the eigenvalues Ni (0 ≤ Ni ≤ 1,
P

i Ni ¼ A)
are the natural occupation numbers. We use ρðr; r0Þ
obtained within the lowest-order approximation of
the Jastrow correlation methods [77].

(iii) For given momentum transfer q and energy of the
initial electron ε, we calculate the electron-nucleus
(12C) cross section by using the PWIA expression
for the inclusive electron-nucleus scattering cross
section

dσt
dωdjqj ¼ 2πα2

jqj
ε2

Z
dEd3p

Stðp; EÞ
EpEp0

× δ
	
ωþM − E − Ep0



Lem
μνH

μν
em;t: ð14Þ

In Eq. (14) the index t denotes the nucleon isospin,
Lem
μν and Hμν

em;t are the leptonic and hadronic tensors,
respectively, and Stðp; EÞ is the proton (neutron)
spectral function. We note that in the model a
separate spectral function is calculated for protons
and neutrons. The terms Ep, Ep0 , and E represent the
energy of the nucleon inside the nucleus, the ejected
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nucleon energy, and the removal energy, respectively
(see [80] for details).

(iv) Following the approach of Refs. [80,81], we account
for the FSI of the struck nucleon with the spectator
system by means of a time-independent optical
potential (OP): U¼V− {W. In this case the energy-
conserving δ-function in Eq. (14) is replaced by

δ
	
ωþM − E − Ep0



→

W=π
W2 þ ½ωþM − E − Ep0 − V�2 ; ð15Þ

with V and W obtained from the Dirac OP [82].
(v) The corresponding superscaling function is calcu-

lated as

fSFðψÞ ¼ kF
½dσ=dε0dΩ0�ðe;e0Þ

σ̄eNðq;ω;p ¼ jyj; E ¼ 0Þ ; ð16Þ

where the electron single-nucleon cross section σ̄eN

is taken at p ¼ jyj, the scaling variable y being the
smallest possible value of p in electron-nucleus
scattering for the smallest possible value of the
excitation energy (E ¼ 0).

(vi) Finally, the nuclear responses are calculated by
multiplying fSFðψÞ by the appropriate single-
nucleon functions given in [63].

In Fig. 2 the RFG, SuSA, and SF scaling functions,
Eqs. (7), (10), and (16), are compared with the world
averaged longitudinal (e, e′) data.1 This comparison clearly
shows that the RFG provides a rather poor description of
electron scattering data, while SuSA and SF are more
appropriate models for neutrino experimental analyses.
They include, the former phenomenologically and the latter

microscopically, the effects of NN correlations and FSI
absent in the Fermi gas model. It can also be noted that the
agreement of the SF scaling function with the data is poorer
than that of the SuSA model. However, fSF is constructed
starting from the total inclusive cross section [see Eq. (16)],
which is a linear combination of the longitudinal (L) and
transverse (T) responses. The fact that fSF is slightly higher
than the longitudinal data reflects an enhancement of the
transverse response, supported by the analysis of the
separated L and T data [68].

V. RESULTS OF OUR FITS

The fitting consisted of a χ2-minimization procedure,
implemented with the MINUIT tools available in the
ROOT [83] analysis system. A value of χ2 was calculated
for each data point, or for a collection of data points when
correlations were known. For example, for the BNL E734
results, a covariance matrix CE734 can be determined from
Ref. [9] and we used it in the calculation of the χ2,

χ2E734 ¼
X14
i¼1

X14
j¼1

ðyi −miÞ½C−1
E734�ijðyj −mjÞ

where yi and mi are respectively the data and model value
at the ith data point; the 14 data points from the E734
measurements are listed in Table IV. Covariance matrices
also exist for the G0 data, one for forward-scattering and
one for backward-scattering. For all other PVES data, an
uncorrelated calculation of the χ2 occurs, for example the
HAPPEx helium-4 data,

χ24He ¼
X2
i¼1

ðyi −miÞ2
ðΔyiÞ2

where Δyi is the uncertainty in the ith data point; the 2
HAPPEx helium-4 data points are listed in Table VIII.
The MiniBooNE collaboration provided data releases

for their measurements of neutrino [11,84] and antineutrino
[12,85] neutral current scattering, including covariance
matrices. As mentioned earlier, MiniBooNE performed two
different analyses with the neutrino-induced data and a
single analysis with the antineutrino-induced data.

(i) The inclusive data from neutrino-induced NC scat-
tering, which includes NC interactions with both
protons and neutrons in the carbon nucleus, are
reported as a yield as a function of reconstructed
kinetic energy, TN , along with a breakdown of the
backgrounds. In our fit, we add our prediction for the
signal to the reported backgrounds to try to repro-
duce the yield. The MiniBooNE collaboration pro-
vides instructions on how to smear the cross section
with the MiniBooNE detector resolution and effi-
ciency effects to get the reconstructed energy spec-
trum. In what follows we convert our theoretical true

FIG. 2. The RFG, SuSA, and SF scaling functions compared
with the world averaged longitudinal inclusive electron scattering
data [69].

1Here the scaling variable is defined as ψ 0 ¼ ψðjq⃗j;
ω − Es; kFÞ to incorporate the energy shift Es.
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energy distribution to the reconstructed energy distribution. For that purpose, we follow the procedure described in
Appendix B of Ref. [86]. Using the covariance matrices for the NCE event sample, one can calculate the χ2 in order
to compare the theory prediction with the MiniBooNE data:

χ2νNCE=MiniBooNE= ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

	
νdatai − νmodel

i



M−1

ij

	
νdataj − νmodel

j



;

νi ¼ eventsi; model ¼ RFG; SuSA; or SF; ð17Þ

where Mij is the covariance matrix for the NCE
sample.

(ii) The exclusive data from MiniBooNE for neutrino-
induced NC interactions, where the Cherenkov light
has been used to isolate events with a single proton
in the final state, are reported as a ratio of yields from

protons to that on all nucleons, νdata;NCEðpÞ
νdata;NCEðpþnÞ, as function

of the reconstructed kinetic energy. For this dataset,
one has to calculate νmodel;NCEðpÞ and νmodel;NCEðnþpÞ
for the NCE(p) and NCEðpþ nÞ samples. Then the
χ2 between data and theory prediction is

χ2ratio=MiniBooNE= ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

 
νdata;NCEðpÞi

νdata;NCEðpþnÞ
i

−
νmodel;NCEðpÞ
i

νmodel;NCEðpþnÞ
i

!
M−1

ij

 
νdata;NCEðpÞj

νdata;NCEðpþnÞ
j

−
νmodel;NCEðpÞ
j

νmodel;NCEðpþnÞ
j

!
; ð18Þ

with Mij being the covariance matrix of the ratio in
this case.

(iii) In the case of the antineutrino MiniBooNE NCE
scattering [12,85], the data are presented as cross
sections as a function of a measured Q2 ¼ 2M

P
T.

The scintillation light in the event is taken to be a
sum over all final state nucleons, and this is used to
estimate the Q2. The model calculation uses the
same approximation. Then the χ2 calculation fol-
lows as

χ2ν̄NCE=MiniBooNE= ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

��
dσ
dQ2

�
data

i
−
�

dσ
dQ2

�
model

i

�
M−1

ij

��
dσ
dQ2

�
data

j
−
�

dσ
dQ2

�
model

j

�
; ð19Þ

where Mij is the covariance matrix for the antineu-
trino NCE sample. The ν̄ cross section model
prediction

dσ
dQ2

¼ 1

7
Cν̄p;H

dσν̄p→ν̄p;H

dQ2
þ 3

7
Cν̄p;C

dσν̄p→ν̄p;C

dQ2

þ 3

7
Cν̄n;C

dσν̄n→ν̄n;C

dQ2
ð20Þ

is a sum of three different processes: the antineutrino
scattering off free protons in the hydrogen atom, the
bound protons in the carbon atom, and the bound
neutrons in the carbon atom. Each of the individual
processes have different efficiencies in the Mini-
BooNE detector. The efficiency correction functions
Cν̄p;H, Cν̄p;C, and Cν̄n;C for the three processes are
given in Refs. [12,85].

The MiniBooNE data extend into the region Q2 >
1.1 GeV2, beyond the range of the PVES data. We found

that including these large Q2 NCES data, with no PVES
data to balance them, distorted the fit results. Also, the
MiniBooNE data for anti-neutrino NC events included a
point at Q2 ¼ 0.066 GeV2 that is not included in the
neutrino data; we removed this point from our fit because
the nuclear models we use do not include correct modeling
of Pauli-blocking effects that might be significant at this
low Q2. So, the data we use from MiniBooNE all fall in the
range 0.1 < Q2 < 1.1 GeV2.
There are altogether 49 data points from BNL E734, G0,

SAMPLE, HAPPEx, and PVA4; these are listed in
Tables IV–VIII, in the Appendix. The inclusion of the
NCES data from MiniBooNE brings the number of data
points up to 128.
The results of our fits depend on the quantities listed in

Table I, some of which have significant uncertainties. This
is a source of systematic error. To measure the uncertainties
in our results resulting from the uncertainties in Table I, we
changed each of those quantities (for example MA) by one
standard deviation one at a time and repeated the fit. The
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change in the best values of the fit parameters was noted.
This procedure was repeated for each quantity (MA, gA, and
so on), and then those variations were added in quad-
rature, producing a total systematic error σsysi for each fit
parameter i.
The ROOT/MINUIT fitting routine produces a covariance

matrix Cfit
ij containing the information about the fit errors

and the correlations among the fit parameters. Since the
systematic uncertainties mentioned above were calculated
using the same fitting procedure as the fit errors, we
concluded that the systematic errors have the same corre-
lations as the fit errors. To include the systematic errors into
the covariance matrix correctly, we first extracted the
correlation matrix ρij from the fit covariance matrix:

ρij ¼
Cfit
ijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cfit
ii C

fit
jj

q :

Adding the fit errors (σfiti ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cfit
ii

p
) and systematic errors

(σsysi ) in quadrature, the total error for parameter i is

σtotali ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðσfiti Þ2 þ ðσsysi Þ2

q
:

Then the total covariance matrix is

Ctotal
ij ¼ ρijσ

total
i σtotalj :

Using the three nuclear models for carbon, and two
models for the strangeness form factors, we performed 6
distinct fits. In each fit, the five form factor parameters were
varied to find the minimum χ2, and the behavior of the χ2

near the minimum was used to determine the uncertainties
in the parameters. The results are summarized in Table III.

(i) The results and the uncertainties for the parameters
describing the strangeness vector form factors
(ρs and μs) are not strongly affected by the inclusion
of the MiniBooNE data. The value of ρs is slightly
increased, and that of μs is slightly decreased, but
both changes are within the fit and systematic
uncertainties.

(ii) The results and the uncertainties for the parameters
describing the strangeness axial form factor are very
strongly affected by the introduction of the Mini-
BooNE data. The uncertainties, in particular, are
reduced by 60%–80% in the case of the modified-
dipole model, and by about 30% in the case of the
z-expansion model.

These two points are illustrated nicely by Fig. 3. The total
covariance matrix mentioned above has been used to
calculate the 70% confidence limit for each fit, and these
limits are shown as the dashed lines in Figs. 3 and 7.
We stated earlier that the uncertainties in nucleon vector

form factor models do not strongly affect the results
presented here. To illustrate this, we repeated one of the
fits (SF nuclear model, and z-expansion model for Gs

A)
using the Kelly vector form factors [87] instead of the
Arrington-Sick form factors, and we observed the follow-
ing changes in the fit parameters: Δρs ¼ 0.012, Δμs ¼
0.004, Δa0 ¼ 0.006, Δa1 ¼ 0.10, and Δa2 ¼ 0.54. In all
five parameters, these changes are much less than the
statistical and/or systematic errors.
Figures 4–6 illustrate the quality of fitting to the wide

variety of data we have used. Figure 4 shows just one of our
fits, one using the z-expansion model for Gs

A and the RFG

TABLE III. Summary of the results of the fits performed with three nuclear models (RFG, SuSA, and SF) and two strangeness axial
form factor models (modified-dipole and z-expansion); also shown are the results when no MiniBooNE data are included. The central
value and uncertainty is given for each fit parameter, and also the χ2 per number of degrees of freedom at the optimal fit point. The first
uncertainty is that arising from the fit itself, and the second uncertainty is a systematic due to the uncertainties in the quantities in Table I
as described in the text.

RFG SuSA SF w/o MiniBooNE Data

Modified-dipole ρs −0.043� 0.120� 0.063 −0.047� 0.120� 0.064 −0.044� 0.120� 0.063 −0.107� 0.121� 0.058
μs 0.045� 0.036� 0.032 0.047� 0.036� 0.032 0.045� 0.036� 0.032 0.065� 0.036� 0.030
Δs −0.203� 0.115� 0.030 −0.386� 0.155� 0.055 −0.224� 0.121� 0.033 −0.267� 0.393� 0.156
ΛA 1.37� 0.73� 0.13 1.04� 0.33� 0.08 1.31� 0.64� 0.12 1.20� 1.36� 1.69
SA 0.230� 0.133� 0.037 0.422� 0.178� 0.070 0.253� 0.139� 0.041 0.335� 0.491� 0.195

χ2=ndf 133=123 144=123 134=123 55=44

z-expansion ρs −0.022� 0.128� 0.071 −0.036� 0.125� 0.070 −0.025� 0.127� 0.070 −0.080� 0.126� 0.045
μs 0.038� 0.038� 0.034 0.044� 0.037� 0.034 0.040� 0.038� 0.034 0.055� 0.038� 0.024
a0 0.403� 0.222� 0.183 −0.087� 0.199� 0.150 0.323� 0.220� 0.191 1.07� 0.33� 1.39
a1 −8.09� 2.44� 1.98 −3.18� 2.27� 1.58 −7.25� 2.42� 2.07 −14.8� 3.4� 15.1
a2 44.5� 11.3� 8.2 25.1� 10.8� 6.4 41.1� 11.3� 8.6 71.4� 14.8� 62.7

χ2=ndf 130=123 143=123 131=123 53=44
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nuclear model, compared to the PV asymmetry data from
the G0 Forward [14] experiment. All six fits show very
similar results for these data, as well as to other PVES data
from HAPPEx, PVA4, and SAMPLE. Figure 5 compares
two of our fits to the NC elastic data for neutrino and
antineutrino scattering from BNL E734; all six fits show
similar results for those data.
Figure 6 displays all of the fits to the MiniBooNE [11,12]

data using the z-expansion model and all three nuclear
models; fits using the modified-dipole model are extremely
similar and so are not shown here. It is notable that the fits
to the NC inclusive yield (top panel) and the exclusive
p=ðpþ nÞ ratio (middle panel) are not smooth curves, but

instead have kinks. These kinks arise from the backgrounds
provided by the MiniBooNE collaboration, and can already
be seen in Figs. 4 and 12 of Ref. [11]. These backgrounds
are added to our signal calculation before comparison to the
data; the kinks are an artefact of these backgrounds and not
our model calculation.
All the nuclear models employed in this study under-

estimate the NC neutrino cross section (upper panel in
Fig. 6) in the region of TN between 100 and 350 MeV.
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FIG. 3. An illustration of the effect of the introduction of the
MiniBooNE neutral current data into our global fit. The data
points are the same as in Fig. 1. The black solid line is the central
value for the modified-dipole fit not using the MiniBooNE data.
The red solid line includes the MiniBooNE data using the spectral
function nuclear model. The dashed lines represent the 70% con-
fidence limit for each fit. As mentioned in the text, the vector
form factors fit is only slightly affected by the introduction of the
MiniBooNE data, while the constraints on the axial form factor
are greatly improved.
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RFG nuclear model. The other five fits give nearly identical
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A
and the SF nuclear model. The other four fits show similar results
for these data.
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The disagreement between theoretical predictions and cross
section data can be explained by the absence of some
nuclear effects in the RFG, SuSA, and SF models here
adopted. For example, it has been shown in Ref. [61] that
the inclusion of FSI in the SF model reduces the disagree-
ment with the data, the same happens if the microscopic
RMF model is used in place of the phenomenological
SuSA approach, and in the RFG, where FSI give a
reasonable agreement with the data. However, these
improvements hardly affect the p=ðpþ nÞ yield [61],
because the effects cancel in the ratio.
An important ingredient, which is missing in the present

models, is the contribution of two-body currents, which can
lead to the excitation of 2p2h states. These contributions are
not quasielastic, but they do contribute to the experimental
signal represented in Fig. 6 and should be included in the
calculation. In principle two-body currents could affect not
only the cross sections but also the p/n ratios because of the
isospin dependence of the current operator. However, while
several calculations are now available for the 2p2h con-
tribution to CC reactions, the corresponding calculations
for NC scattering are very rare. In Ref. [51] the 2p2h NC
cross section was calculated in terms of the “true” Q2 and,
being based on an inclusive calculation where a sum over
the final hadronic states was performed, the different
isospin channels were not separated. Similarly, the 2p2h
NC cross section has been evaluated in Refs. [88,89] for
inclusive scattering ðν; ν0Þ as a function of the energy
transfer ω, an observable which is not experimentally
accessible. Although both these calculations suggest that
a better agreement with the experimental cross section is
achieved by including the two-body currents in the model,
none of them can provide predictions for the experimental
ratios used in the extraction of the strange form factors.
When a calculation for the 2p2h contribution to the ðν; μpÞ
and ðν; μnÞ cross sections is available it will be possible to
establish whether the two-body currents have an impact on
the extraction of the strange form factors.
Finally, in Fig. 7 are shown a sample of the six fits we

have done for the strangeness vector and axial form factors,
using both models for the form factors and two of the
nuclear models. The results from the RFG and SF nuclear
models are very similar, so we have only shown the results
from the SuSA and SF models in this figure. The results for
the vector form factors Gs

E and Gs
M are nearly identical for

both axial form factor models and all three nuclear models,
but this is not a surprise since the NC neutrino scattering is
not strongly dependent on them. On the other hand, there is
significant variation in the results for the strangeness axial
form factor Gs

A. The MiniBooNE data does greatly con-
strain the low-Q2 behavior of Gs

A (as shown in Fig. 3), but
the lack of information on exclusive single-proton final
states in the lowest Q2 points means it cannot nail down a
value of Δs ¼ Gs

AðQ2 ¼ 0Þ.
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FIG. 6. Comparison between our fits and the NC scattering data
from MiniBooNE [11,12]. The upper panel shows the yield from
the inclusive measurement of final state protons, the middle panel
shows the p=ðpþ nÞ yield ratio from the exclusive measurement,
and the lower panel shows the cross sections from both the
neutrino and antineutrino measurements. All three fits shown use
the z-expansion model for Gs

A. The red line shows the results of
the fit using the RFG nuclear model, the blue line shows the result
using the SuSA nuclear model, and the black line is with the SF
nuclear model. In all three cases the results for RFG (red) and SF
(black) are very similar to each other and the lines almost overlap.
Fit results using instead the modified-dipole model for Gs

A
produce very similar results to those shown here.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

We have performed a global fit of parity-violating
electron-scattering data from the HAPPEx, SAMPLE, G0,
and PVA4 experiments and of neutral-current elastic
scattering data from the BNL E734 and Fermilab Mini-
BooNE experiments, a total of 128 data points in the
momentum transfer range 0.1<Q2 < 1.1 GeV2, using two
models for the strangeness form factors Gs

E, G
s
M, and Gs

A,
and using three nuclear models to describe the interaction
of neutrinos with the hydrocarbon target used in
MiniBooNE. Our fits are in very good agreement with
this collection of data, with χ2=ndf ≈ 1.1 − 1.2 for all fits.
Depending on the model, we show a slightly negative

value of the strangeness radius ρs but also consistent with
zero, and a slightly positive value for the strangeness
magnetic moment μs also consistent with zero; we note
this outcome is slightly at odds with other workers, for
example Ref. [90], who do not include neutrino NC
scattering data into their fitting dataset. To quantify our
conclusion that ρs and μs are consistent with zero, we have
taken ρs ¼ 0 and μs ¼ 0 to be null hypotheses and then used
our fit results for these quantities to calculate a correspond-
ing p-value for each. For the null hypothesis ρs ¼ 0 we find
a p-value of 0.83; for the null hypothesis μs ¼ 0 we find a
p-value of 0.42. These large p-values do not recommend a
rejection of either of these null hypotheses.

The inclusion of the MiniBooNE neutral current data
into the dataset has greatly improved the constraints on the
strangeness axial form factor Gs

A, but still we cannot report
a definite value for Δs on the basis of these fits. We can
expect that a more refined model including two-body
currents (which is currently not available but can hopefully
become available in the future) would give a better
description of the experimental NC cross section and might
be helpful for an improved determination of the strange
axial form factor, but presumably it should not change the
main finding of our paper that the inclusion of the
MiniBooNE neutral current data into the dataset greatly
improves the constraints on Gs

A. Primarily, exclusive NCES
data from proton interactions at lowQ2 are still needed for a
complete determination of Gs

A, and we look forward to that
data from MicroBooNE [91] in the near future.
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APPENDIX: TABLES OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

TABLE IV. Differential cross section data from BNL E734 [9]. The uncertainties shown are total; they include
statistical, Q2-dependent systematic, and Q2-independent systematic contributions, all added in quadrature. Also
listed is the correlation coefficient ρ for the ν and ν̄ data at each value of Q2.

Q2 dσ=dQ2ðνpÞ dσ=dQ2ðν̄pÞ Correlation coefficient

GeV2 10−12 ðfm=GeVÞ2 10−12 ðfm=GeVÞ2
0.45 0.165� 0.033 0.0756� 0.0164 0.13
0.55 0.109� 0.017 0.0426� 0.0062 0.26
0.65 0.0803� 0.0120 0.0283� 0.0037 0.29
0.75 0.0657� 0.0098 0.0184� 0.0027 0.26
0.85 0.0447� 0.0090 0.0129� 0.0023 0.16
0.95 0.0294� 0.0073 0.0108� 0.0022 0.12
1.05 0.0205� 0.0063 0.0101� 0.0027 0.07

TABLE V. Parity-violating asymmetries in forward-angle e⃗p elastic scattering from the PVA4, HAPPEx, and G0
experiments that have been used in this analysis.

Experiment Q2 GeV2 θe AH
PV ppm References

PVA4 0.108 35.52° −1.36� 0.32 [21]
PVA4 0.230 35.45° −5.44� 0.60 [22]
HAPPEx 0.099 6.0° −1.14� 0.25 [19]
HAPPEx 0.109 6.0° −1.58� 0.13 [18]
HAPPEx 0.477 12.3° −15.05� 1.13 [16]
HAPPEx 0.624 13.7° −23.80� 0.86 [20]
G0 0.122 6.68° −1.51� 0.52 [14]
G0 0.128 6.84° −0.97� 0.49 [14]
G0 0.136 7.06° −1.30� 0.48 [14]
G0 0.144 7.27° −2.71� 0.50 [14]
G0 0.153 7.50° −2.22� 0.55 [14]
G0 0.164 7.77° −2.88� 0.58 [14]
G0 0.177 8.09° −3.95� 0.54 [14]
G0 0.192 8.43° −3.85� 0.56 [14]
G0 0.210 8.83° −4.68� 0.58 [14]
G0 0.232 9.31° −5.27� 0.63 [14]
G0 0.262 9.92° −5.26� 0.56 [14]
G0 0.299 10.6° −7.72� 0.87 [14]
G0 0.344 11.4° −8.40� 1.21 [14]
G0 0.410 12.5° −10.25� 1.24 [14]
G0 0.511 14.2° −16.81� 2.29 [14]
G0 0.631 15.9° −19.96� 2.14 [14]
G0 0.788 18.1° −30.8� 4.1 [14]
G0 0.997 20.9° −37.9� 11.5 [14]
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TABLE VI. Parity-violating asymmetries in backward-angle e⃗p elastic scattering from the SAMPLE, PVA4, and
G0 experiments that have been used in this analysis.
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